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2 Preliminary Statements 

The main intention to develop Acl was to provide an easy way to con-

figure ActionScript compilations. Searching and porting a suitable 

script language was the more efficient way to realize this goal, than 

inventing a completely new language. Hence, Acl is no independent 

script language, in fact the gross of Acl is based on Tcl and works also 

in the same way. 

Kalypso is a porting from Jacl (http://tcljava.sourceforge.net) which 

in turn was ported from the native Tcl interpreter 

(http://www.tcl.tk). Hence there are some differences between 

each of these interpreters. But the syntax of Acl, Jacl and Tcl is 

nearly the same what leads to code that is easily portable or com-

pletely identical. 

On the basis of these facts it should be clear that Acl and Tcl are not 

100 percent the same but the bulk of syntactical and semantic rules 

are the same.  More detailed information can be found in the chapter 

3 “The programming language Acl”. 
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3 The programming language Acl 

3.1 Syntax 

Syntax is just the rules how a language is structured. A simple syntax 

of English could say (ignoring punctuation for the moment): 

� A text consists of one or more sentences. 

� A sentence consists of one or more words. 

Simple as this is, it also describes Acl's syntax very well - if you say 

"script" for "text", and "command" for "sentence". There's also the dif-

ference that an Acl word can again contain a script or a command. So 

if {$x < 0} {set x 0} 

is a command consisting of three words: if, a condition in braces, a 

command (also consisting of three words) in braces. 

Take this for example 

is a well-formed Acl command: it calls Take (which must have been 

defined before) with the three arguments "this", "for", and "example". 

It is up to the command how it interprets its arguments, e.g. 

puts acos(-1) 

will write the string "acos(-1)" to the stdout channel, and return the 

empty string "", while 

expr acos(-1) 

will compute the arc cosine of -1 and return 3.14159265359 (an ap-

proximation of Pi), or 

string length acos(-1) 

will invoke the string command, which again dispatches to its length 

sub-command, which determines the length of the second argument 

and returns 8. 
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3.1.1 Quick summary 

An Acl script is a string that is a sequence of commands, separated 

by newlines or semicolons. 

A command is a string that is a list of words, separated by blanks. 

The first word is the name of the command, the other words are 

passed to it as its arguments. In Acl, "everything is a command" - 

even what in other languages would be called declaration, definition, 

or control structure. A command can interpret its arguments in any 

way it wants - in particular, it can implement a different language, 

like expr. 

A word is a string that is a simple word, or one that begins with an 

open brace ({) and ends with the matching close brace (}), or one 

that begins with a double-quote (") and ends with the matching dou-

ble-quote ("). Braced words are not evaluated by the parser. In 

quoted words, substitutions can occur before the command is called: 

$[A-Za-z0-9_]+ substitutes the value of the given variable. (Part of) a 

word can be an embedded script: a string in [] brackets whose con-

tents are evaluated as a script (see above) before the current com-

mand is called. 

In short: Scripts and commands contain words. Words can again con-

tain scripts and commands. (This can lead to words more than a page 

long...) 

Arithmetic and logic expressions are not part of the Acl language it-

self, but the language of the expr command (also used in some ar-

guments of the if, for, while commands) is basically equivalent to 

expressions in C, with infix operators and functions.  

 

3.1.2 The man page: 11 rules 

Here is the complete manpage for Tcl (8.4) with the "endekalogue", 

the 11 rules. These rules are also applied in Acl. The following rules 

define syntax and semantics: 

(1) Commands  

An Acl script is a string containing one or more commands. Semi-

colons and newlines are command separators unless quoted as de-

scribed below. Close brackets are command terminators during com-

mand substitution (see below) unless quoted. 
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(2) Evaluation  

A command is evaluated in two steps. First, the Acl interpreter 

breaks the command into words and performs substitutions as de-

scribed below. These substitutions are performed in the same way 

for all commands. The first word is used to locate a command proce-

dure to carry out the command and then all of the words of the 

command are passed to the command procedure. The command pro-

cedure is free to interpret each of its words in any way it likes, such 

as an integer, variable name, list, or Acl script. Different commands 

interpret their words differently. 

(3) Words  

Words of a command are separated by white space (except for 

newlines, which are command separators). 

(4) Double quotes 

If the first character of a word is double-quote (") then the word is 

terminated by the next double-quote character. If semi-colons, close 

brackets, or white space characters (including newlines) appear be-

tween the quotes then they are treated as ordinary characters and 

included in the word. Command substitution, variable substitution, 

and backslash substitution are performed on the characters between 

the quotes as described below. The double-quotes are not retained 

as part of the word. 

(5) Braces  

If the first character of a word is an open brace ({) then the word is 

terminated by the matching close brace (}). Braces nest within the 

word: for each additional open brace there must be an additional 

close brace (however, if an open brace or close brace within the 

word is quoted with a backslash then it is not counted in locating the 

matching close brace). No substitutions are performed on the charac-

ters between the braces except for backslash-newline substitutions 

described below, nor do semi-colons, newlines, close brackets, or 

white space receive any special interpretation. The word will consist 

of exactly the characters between the outer braces, not including 

the braces themselves. 
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(6) Command substitution  

If a word contains an open bracket ([) then Acl performs command 

substitution. To do this it invokes the Acl interpreter recursively to 

process the characters following the open bracket as an Acl script. 

The script may contain any number of commands and must be termi-

nated by a close bracket (]). The result of the script (i.e. the result 

of its last command) is substituted into the word in place of the 

brackets and all of the characters between them. There may be any 

number of command substitutions in a single word. Command substi-

tution is not performed on words enclosed in braces. 

(7) Variable substitution  

If a word contains a dollar-sign ($) then Acl performs variable substi-

tution: the dollar-sign and the following characters are replaced in 

the word by the value of a variable. Variable substitution may take 

any of the following forms: 

$name 

Name is the name of a scalar variable; the name is a sequence of one 

or more characters that are a letter, digit, underscore, or namespace 

separators (two or more colons). 

$name(index) 

Name gives the name of an array variable and index gives the name 

of an element within that array. Name must contain only letters, dig-

its, underscores, and namespace separators, and may be an empty 

string. Command substitutions, variable substitutions, and backslash 

substitutions are performed on the characters of index. 

${name} 

Name is the name of a scalar variable. It may contain any characters 

whatsoever except for close braces. There may be any number of 

variable substitutions in a single word. Variable substitution is not 

performed on words enclosed in braces. 
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(8) Backslash substitution  

If a backslash (\) appears within a word then backslash substitution 

occurs. In all cases but those described below the backslash is 

dropped and the following character is treated as an ordinary charac-

ter and included in the word. This allows characters such as double 

quotes, close brackets, and dollar signs to be included in words with-

out triggering special processing. The following table lists the back-

slash sequences that are handled specially, along with the value that 

replaces each sequence. 

\a    �   Audible alert (bell) (0x7)  

\b    �    Backspace (0x8)  

\f    �   Form feed (0xc)  

\n    �   Newline (0xa)  

\r    �   Carriage-return (0xd) 

\t    �   Tab (0x9) 

\v   �   Vertical tab (0xb)  

\<newline>whitespace �   A single space character replaces the 

backslash, newline, and all spaces and 

tabs after the newline. This backslash 

sequence is unique in that it is replaced 

in a separate pre-pass before the com-

mand is actually parsed. This means 

that it will be replaced even when it 

occurs between braces, and the result-

ing space will be treated as a word 

separator if it isn't in braces or quotes. 

\\   �   Literal backslash (\), no special effect 

\ooo   �   The digits ooo (one, two, or three of 

them) give an eight-bit octal value for 

the Unicode character that will be in-

serted. The upper bits of the Unicode 

character will be 0. 

\xhh   �   The hexadecimal digits hh give an 

eight-bit hexadecimal value for the 

Unicode character that will be in-

serted. Any number of hexadecimal dig-

its may be present. 
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However, all but the last two are ig-

nored (the result is always a one-byte 

quantity). The upper bits of the Uni-

code character will be 0. 

\uhhhh   �   The hexadecimal digits hhhh (one, two, 

three, or four of them) give a sixteen-

bit hexadecimal value for the Unicode 

character that will be inserted. 

Backslash substitution is not performed on words enclosed in braces, 

except for backslash-newline as described above. 

(9) Comments  

If a hash character (#) appears at a point where Acl is expecting the 

first character of the first word of a command, then the hash charac-

ter and the characters that follow it, up through the next newline or 

semicolon, are treated as a comment and ignored. The comment 

character only has significance when it appears at the beginning of a 

command. 

(10) Order of substitution  

Each character is processed exactly once by the Acl interpreter as 

part of creating the words of a command. For example, if variable 

substitution occurs then no further substitutions are performed on 

the value of the variable; the value is inserted into the word verba-

tim. If command substitution occurs then the nested command is 

processed entirely by the recursive call to the Acl interpreter; no 

substitutions are performed before making the recursive call and no 

additional substitutions are performed on the result of the nested 

script. Substitutions take place from left to right, and each substitu-

tion is evaluated completely before attempting to evaluate the next. 

Thus, a sequence like 

set y [set x 0][incr x][incr x] 

will always set the variable y to the value, 012. 

(11) Substitution and word boundaries  

Substitutions do not affect the word boundaries of a command. For 

example, during variable substitution the entire value of the variable 

becomes part of a single word, even if the variable's value contains 

spaces. 
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3.1.3 Comments 

The first rule for comments is simple: comments start with a hash 

character (#) where the first word of a command is expected, and 

continue to the end of line (which can be extended, by a trailing 

backslash, to the following line): 

# This is a comment \ 

going over three lines \ 

with backslash continuation 

Beware if you comment out part of code like this: 

# if {$condition} { 

   puts "condition met!" 

# } 

This happens to work, but any unbalanced braces in comments may 

lead to unexpected syntax errors. The reason is that Acl's grouping 

(determining word boundaries) happens before the hash characters 

(#) are considered. 

To add a comment behind a command on the same line, just add a 

semicolon: 

puts "this is the command" ;# that is the comment 

Comments are only taken as such where a command is expected. In 

data (like the comparison values in switch), a hash character (#)  is 

just a literal character: 

if $condition {# good place 

   switch -- $x { 

       #bad_place {because switch tests against it} 

       some_value {do something; # good place again} 

   } 

} 

To comment out multiple lines of code, it is easiest to use "if 0": 

if 0 { 

    puts "This code will not be executed" 

    This block is never parsed, so can contain almost any code 

    - except unbalanced braces :) 

} 
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3.2 Data types 

Acl used to have only a single data type, namely the string. For per-

formance reasons, Acl as well as Tcl versions since 8.0 maintain that 

impression, while providing in parallel an internal representation. 

This section will cover the "type" implications for values; any variable 

as discussed in the next section can hold a value of any of these 

types. 

 

3.2.1 Strings 

The Acl mantra goes: "Everything is a string". The fundamental data 

type is the string, a sequence of zero or more characters.  

In contrast to many other languages, strings in Acl don't need quotes 

for markup. Quotes (or braces) are rather used for grouping: 

set example "this is one word" 

set another {this is another} 

The difference is that inside quotes, substitutions (like of variables, 

embedded commands, or backslashes) are performed, while in 

braces, they are not (similar to single quotes in shells, but nestable): 

set amount 42 

puts "You owe me $amount" ;#--> You owe me 42 

puts {You owe me $amount} ;#--> You owe me $amount 

In source code, quoted or braced strings can span multiple lines, and 

the physical newlines are part of the string too: 

set test "hello 

world 

in three lines" 

To reverse a string, an index i points at its end, and is decremented 

until it is zero. Then the indexed character is appended at the end of 

the result res: 

proc sreverse str { 

   set res "" 

   for {set i [string length $str]} {$i > 0} {} { 

       append res [string index $str [incr i -1]] 

   }  
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   set res 

} 

 

sreverse "A man, a plan, a canal - Panama" 

#--> amanaP - lanac a ,nalp a ,nam A 

Finding a substring in a string can be done in various ways: 

string first  $substr  $str  

# returns the position from 0, or -1 if not found 

 

string match *$substr* $str  

# returns 1 if found, 0 if not 

The matching is done with exact match in string first and with glob-

style match in string match. If there are characters in substr that are 

special to glob, using string first is recommended. 

 

3.2.2 Lists 

Many strings are also well-formed lists. Every simple word is a list of 

length one, and elements of longer lists are separated by 

whitespace. For instance, a string that corresponds to a list of three 

elements: 

set example {foo bar grill} 

Strings with unbalanced quotes or braces, or non-space characters di-

rectly following closing braces, cannot be parsed as lists directly. You 

can explicitly split them to make a list. 

The "constructor" for lists is of course called list. It's recommended 

to use when elements come from variable or command substitution 

(braces won't do that). As Acl commands are lists anyway, the follow-

ing is a full substitute for the list command: 

proc list args {set args} 

Lists can contain lists again, to any depth, which makes modelling of 

matrixes and trees easy. Here's a string that represents a 4 x 4 unit 

matrix as a list of lists (the braces are not part of the lists, just indi-

cations for the parser): 

{{1 0 0 0} 
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 {0 1 0 0} 

 {0 0 1 0} 

 {0 0 0 1}} 

The newlines are valid list element separators, too. 

Acl's list operations are demonstrated in some examples: 

set      x {foo bar} 

 

llength  $x         

 ;#--> 2 

lappend  x  grill   

 ;#--> foo bar grill 

lindex   $x 1       

 ;#--> bar (indexing starts at 0) 

lsearch  $x grill   

 ;#--> 2 (the position, counting from 0) 

lsort    $x         

 ;#--> bar foo grill 

linsert  $x 2 and   

 ;#--> foo bar and grill 

lreplace $x 1 1 bar, 

 ;#--> foo bar, and grill  

Example: To find out whether an element is contained in a list: 

proc in {list el} {expr {[lsearch -exact $list $el] >= 0}} 

in {a b c} b 

#-> 1 

in {a b c} d 

#-> 0 

Example: remove an element from a list variable by value (converse 

to lappend), if present: 

proc lremove {_list el} { 

  upvar 1 $_list list 

  set pos [lsearch -exact $list $el] 

  set list [lreplace $list $pos $pos] 

} 

 

set t {foo bar grill} 

#-> foo bar grill 

 

lremove t bar 

#-> foo grill 
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puts $t 

#-> foo grill 

Example: Transposing a matrix (swapping rows and columns), using 

integers as generated variable names: 

proc transpose matrix { 

   foreach row $matrix { 

       set i 0 

       foreach el $row {lappend [incr i] $el} 

   } 

   set res {} 

   set i 0 

   foreach e [lindex $matrix 0] {lappend res [set [incr i]]} 

   set res 

} 

 

transpose {{1 2} {3 4} {5 6}} 

#-> {1 3 5} {2 4 6} 

 

3.2.3 Numbers 

Numbers are strings that can be parsed as such. Acl supports integers 

(32-bit) and floating-point numbers. Arithmetic is done with the expr 

command, which takes basically the same syntax of operators (in-

cluding ternary x?y:z), parentheses and math functions as C. See the 

links for detailed discussion of expr. 

Control the display format of numbers with the format command 

which does appropriate rounding: 

expr 2/3. 

#-> 0.666666666667 

format %.2f [expr 2/3.] 

#-> 0.67 

An integer starting with 0 is parsed as octal: 

0377 == 0xFF == 255 

You can do number base conversions with the format command, 

where the format is %x for hex, %d for decimal, %o for octal, and the 

input number should have the C-like markup to indicate its base: 
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format %x 255  ;#-> ff 

format %d 0xff  ;#-> 255 

format %o 255  ;#-> 377 

format %d 0377  ;#-> 255 

Variables with integer value can be most efficiently modified with 

the incr command: 

incr i      ;# default increment is 1 

incr j 2   ;# increment with 1 

incr i -1   ;# decrement with negative value 

incr j $j   ;# double the value 

 

3.2.4 Booleans 

Acl supports booleans as numbers in a similar fashion to C, with 0 be-

ing false and any other number being true. It also supports them as 

the strings "true", "false", "yes" and "no". The canonical "true" value 

(as returned by Boolean expressions) is 1. 

 

3.2.5 Characters 

Characters are abstractions of writing elements (e.g. letters, digits, 

punctuation characters, Chinese ideographs, ligatures...). In Acl 

characters are internally represented as ASCII characters, which can 

be seen as unsigned integers between 0 and 255.  

Convert between numeric ASCII code and characters with 

set char [format %c $int] 

set int  [scan $char %c] 

Sequences of characters are called strings (see above). Characters 

are no separate data type in Acl, but represented as strings of length 

one (everything is a string).  

Find out whether a character is in a given set (a character string): 

expr {[string first $char $set]>=0} 
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3.2.6 Internal representation 

In the Acl implementation (written in ActionScript), values can have 

up to two representations at the same time with the Acl core (or ex-

tension code) converting transparently between them as required. 

One of the representations is as a string (using a modified UTF-8 en-

coding), and the other one is an internal representation, which can 

be a signed integer, a floating point number, a list, or one of many 

other "types" on the ActionScript side (only one of these representa-

tions is valid at a time, but an individual value may have many dif-

ferent representations over its lifetime). But to the programmer, the 

view that "everything is a string" is still maintained. 

These values are stored in reference-counted structures termed 

(somewhat inaccurately) objects. From the perspective of all code 

that uses values (as opposed to code implementing a particular rep-

resentation), they are immutable. In practice, this is implemented 

using a copy-on-write strategy. 

 

3.3 Variables 

Variables can be local or global, and scalar or array. Their names can 

be any string not containing a colon (which is reserved for use in 

namespace separators) but for the convenience of $-dereference one 

usually uses names of the pattern [A-Za-z0-9_]+, i.e. one or more let-

ters, digits, or underscores. 

Variables need not be declared beforehand. They are created when 

first assigned a value, if they did not exist before, and can be unset 

when no longer needed: 

set foo    42      ;# creates the scalar variable foo 

set bar(1) grill   ;# creates the array bar and its element 1 

set baz    $foo    ;# assigns to baz the value of foo 

set baz [set foo] ;# the same effect 

 

info exists foo    ;# returns 1 if the variable foo exists,   

;# else 0 

 

unset foo          ;# deletes the variable foo 
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Retrieving a variable's value with the $foo notation is only syntactic 

sugar for [set foo]. The latter is more powerful though, as it can be 

nested, for deeper dereferencing: 

set foo   42 

set bar   foo 

set grill bar 

 

puts [set [set [set grill]]]  

 ;# gives 42 

Some people might expect $$$grill to deliver the same result, but it 

doesn't, because of the Acl parser. When it encounters the first and 

second Dollar sign ($), it tries to find a variable name (consisting of 

one or more letters, digits, or underscores) in vain, so these Dollar 

signs ($) are left literally as they are. The third Dollar sign ($) allows 

substitution of the variable grill, but no backtracking to the previous 

$'s takes place. So the evaluation result of $$$grill is $$bar. Nested 

[set] commands give the user more control. 

 

3.3.1 Local vs. global 

A local variable exists only in the procedure where it is defined, and 

is freed as soon as the procedure finishes. By default, all variables 

used in a proc are local. 

Global variables exist outside of procedures, as long as they are not 

explicitly unset. They may be needed for long-living data, or implicit 

communication between different procedures, but in general it's 

safer and more efficient to use globals as sparingly as possible. 

Example of a very simple bank with only one account: 

set balance 0  

# this creates and initializes a global variable 

 

proc deposit {amount} { 

   global balance 

   set balance [expr {$balance + $amount}] 

} 

 

proc withdraw {amount} { 

   set ::balance [expr {$::balance - $amount}] 

} 
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This illustrates two ways of referring to global variables - either with 

the global command, or by qualifying the variable name with the :: 

prefix. The variable amount is local in both procedures, and its value 

is that of the first argument to the respective procedure. 

Introspection: 

info vars   ;# lists all visible variables 

info locals 

info globals 

To make all global variables visible in a procedure (not recom-

mended): 

eval global [info globals] 

 

3.3.2 Scalar vs. array 

All of the value types discussed above in chapter 3.2 Data types can 

be put into a scalar variable, which is the normal kind. 

Arrays are collections of variables, indexed by a key that can be any 

string, and in fact implemented as dictionaries. What other lan-

guages call "arrays" (vectors of values indexed by an integer), would 

in Acl rather be lists. Some illustrations: 

The key is specified in parenthesis after the array name: 

set capital(France) Paris 

The key can also be substituted from a variable:  

set country France 

puts $capital($country) 

Setting several elements at once:  

array set capital {Italy Rome Germany Berlin} 

Retrieve all keys: 

array names capital    ;#--> Germany Italy France 

Retrieve keys matching a glob pattern:  
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array names capital F* ;#--> France  

A fanciful array name is "" (the empty string, therefore it is called 

the "anonymous array") which makes nice reading: 

set (example) 1 

puts $(example) 

Note that arrays themselves are not values. They can be passed in 

and out of procedures not as $capital (which would try to retrieve 

the value), but by reference.  

 

3.3.3 System variables 

At the following global variables are provided by default: 

argc  number of arguments on the command line 

argv  list of the arguments on the command line 

argv0  name of the executable or script (first word on 

command line) 

env  array, mirrors environment variables 

errorCode  type of the last error, or {} 

errorInfo  last error message, or {} 

acl_patchLevel  detailed version number 

acl_platform  array with information on the operating system 

tcl_version  version number of Tcl this Acl version belongs to 

 

3.3.4 Variable traces 

One special feature of Acl is that you can associate traces with vari-

ables (scalars, arrays, or array elements) that are evaluated option-

ally when the variable is read, written to, or unset. 

Debugging is one obvious use for that. But there are more possibili-

ties. For instance, you can introduce constants where any attempt to 

change their value raises an error: 
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proc const name { 

 upvar $name bb 

 set bb 2 

 trace variable bb w {error constant ;#} 

} 

   

const x 

incr x 

 

# can't set "x": constant 

The trace callback gets three words appended: the name of the vari-

able; the array key (if the variable is an array, else ""), and the 

mode: 

r  - read 

w  - write 

u - unset 

If the trace is just a single command like above, and you don't want 

to handle these three, use a comment ";#" to shield them off. 

Another possibility is tying local objects (or procs) with a variable - if 

the variable is unset, the object/proc is destroyed/renamed away. 

3.4 Commands 

Commands are basically divided into ActionScript-defined ones, pro-

cedures, and aliases. You can rename any command with 

rename oldname newname 

To delete a command (make it no more reachable), use the empty 

string as new name: 

rename oldname {} 

Introspection: Get a list of all defined commands: 

info commands 

3.4.1 ActionScript-defined commands 

These are implemented in ActionScript and registered to be available 

in the Acl interpreter.  
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To get a list of built-in commands, subtract the result of info procs 

from that of info commands: 

set builtins {} 

set procs [info procs] 

foreach cmd [info commands] { 

    if {[lsearch -exact $procs $cmd] == -1} { 

  lappend builtins $cmd 

 } 

} 

The following ActionScript-defined commands will be characterized 

each only very briefly. For detailed information, see the documenta-

tion page for the desired command at http://blub. 

 

Build-in commands:  

These are the core commands of the Acl interpreter 

after  - Executes a command after a time delay. 

append - Appends to a variable. 

array  - Manipulates array variables. 

break  - Aborts a looping command. 

catch  -  Evaluates a script and trap exceptional returns. 

concat - Joins lists together. 

continue  - Skips to the next iteration of a loop. 

eval - Evaluates an Acl script. 

exit - Ends the application. 

expr  - Evaluates an expression. 

for - Provides the ‘for’ loop. 

foreach  -  Iterates over all elements in one or more lists. 

format  - Formats a string. 

global  - Accesses global variables. 

if -  Executes scripts conditionally. 

incr - Increments the value of a variable. 

info  - Returns information about the state of the Acl  

interpreter. 
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join - Creates a string by joining together list elements. 

lappend -  Appends list elements onto a variable. 

lindex - Retrieves an element from a list. 

linsert - Inserts elements into a list. 

list - Creates a list. 

llength  - Counts the number of elements in a list. 

lrange - Returns one or more adjacent elements from a list. 

lreplace - Replaces elements in a list with new elements. 

lreverse - Reverses the order of a list. 

lsearch - Sees if a list contains a particular element. 

lsort - Sorts the elements of a list. 

namespace  - Creates and manipulate contexts for commands. 

notifier - Controls the notifier. 

package  - Facilities for package loading and version control. 

proc - Creates an Acl procedure. 

puts - Writes to a channel. 

read - Reads from a channel. 

rename - Renames or deletes a command. 

return - Returns from a procedure, or sets the return code 

of a script. 

scan - Parses a string. 

set - Reads and writes variables. 

split - Splits a string into a proper Acl list. 

string  - Manipulates strings. 

subst - Performs backslash, command, and variable  

substitutions. 

switch - Evaluates one of several scripts, depending on a 

given value. 

time - Times the execution of a script. 

trace  - Monitors variable accesses. 

unset - Deletes variables. 
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update - Processes pending events and idle callbacks. 

uplevel - Executes a script in a different stack frame. 

upvar - Creates link to variable in a different stack frame. 

variable - Creates and initializes a namespace variable. 

vwait - Processes events until a variable is written. 

while - Executes script repeatedly as long as a condition is 

met. 

AS commands:  

These commands enable native ActionScript functionality in Acl. 

as::bind - Bind an Acl script to an ActionScript event fired by 

an ActionScript object. 

as::call - Invokes static ActionScript methods. 

as::cast - Converts an ActionScript object from one type to 

another. 

as::dict - Manipulates ActionScript dictionary objects. 

as::event - Queries the event object in an ActionScript event 

callback. 

as::field - Gets and sets ActionScript field values. 

as::for - Loops over elements in an ActionScript array or 

dictionary. 

as::getinterp - Gets a handle to the interpreter. 

as::import - Imports an ActionScript class name so that fully 

qualified names need not be used.  

as::info - Provides introspection for ActionScript classes and 

objects. 

as::instanceof - Determines if an object is an instance of a speci-

fied class. 

as::isNull - Tests a handle to see if refers to null. 

as::new - Creates new instances of ActionScript objects. 

as::null - Gets a handle to the "null" ActionScript reference. 

as::tfchannel - Reads from and writes to text fields. 

as::throw - Throws an ActionScript exception. 

as::try - Catches an ActionScript exception. 
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3.4.2 Procedures 

Procedures in Acl cover what other languages call procedures, sub-

routines, or functions. They always return a result (and be it the 

empty string ""), so to call them functions might be most appropriate. 

But for historical reasons, the Acl command to create a function is 

called proc and thus it is also ok to call them procedures. 

proc name argumentlist body 

Examples: 

proc sum {a b} {return [expr {$a+$b}]} 

The return is redundant, as the proc returns anyway when reaching 

its end, and returning its last result: 

proc sum {a b} {expr {$a+$b}} 

The following variant is more flexible, as it takes any number of ar-

guments (the special argument name args collects all remaining ar-

guments into a list, which is the value of the parameter args): 

proc sum args { 

    set res 0 

    foreach arg $args {set res [expr {$res + $arg}]} 

    return $res 

} 

An elegant but less efficient alternative builds a string by joining the 

args with plus signs, and feeds that to expr: 

proc sum args {expr [join $args +]} 

If an argument in a proc definition is a list of two elements, the sec-

ond is taken as default value if not given in the call ("Sir" in this ex-

ample): 

proc greet {time {person Sir}} { 

 return "good $time, $person" 

} 

 

greet morning John ;#-> good morning, John 

greet evening  

 ;#-> good evening, Sir 
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Introspection:  

Get the names of all defined procedures with 

info procs 

There are also info subcommands to get the argument list, and pos-

sible default arguments, and body of a proc. The following example 

combines them to recreate the textual form of a proc, given its name 

(corp being proc in reverse): 

proc corp name { 

   set argl {} 

   foreach arg [info args $name] { 

      if [info default $name $arg def] {lappend arg $def} 

      lappend argl $arg 

   } 

 

   list proc $name $argl [info body $name] 

} 

Named arguments:  

Arguments to commands are mostly by position. But it's very easy to 

add the behaviour known from Python or Ada, that arguments can be 

named in function calls, which documents the code a bit better, and 

allows any order of arguments. 

The idea is to use an array (here called "" - the "anonymous array") 

keyed by argument names. Initially, you can set some default values, 

and possibly override them with the args of the proc (which has to be 

paired, i.e. contain an even number of elements): 

proc named {args defaults} { 

   upvar 1 "" "" 

   array set "" $defaults 

   foreach {key value} $args { 

     if {![info exists ($key)]} { 

        set names [lsort [array names ""]] 

        error "bad option '$key', should be one of: $names" 

     } 

     set ($key) $value 

   } 

} 
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Usage example: 

proc replace {s args} { 

  named $args {-from 0 -to end -with ""} 

  string replace $s $(-from) $(-to) $(-with) 

} 

Testing: 

replace suchenwirth -from 4 -to 6 -with xx 

 ;#-> suchxxirth 

replace suchenwirth -from 4 -to 6 -witha xx 

#-> bad option '-witha', should be one of: -from -to -with 

 

3.4.3 Argument passing by name or value 

Normally, arguments to commands are passed by value (as constants, 

or with $ prefixed to a variable name). This securely prevents side-

effects, as the command will only get a copy of the value, and not be 

able to change the variable. 

However, sometimes just that is wanted. Imagine you want a custom 

command to set a variable to zero. In this case, at call time specify 

the name of the variable (without $), and in the proc use upvar to 

link the name (in the scope "1 up", i.e. the caller's) to a local vari-

able.  

proc zero _var { 

 upvar 1 $_var var  

 set var 0 

} 

 

set try 42 ;#-> 42 

zero try  ;#-> 0 

set try  ;#-> 0 

If call by reference is often used, such arguments can be indicated 

with a special pattern (e.g. &arg) and have the following code gen-

erate the necessary upvars: 
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proc use_refs {{char &}} { 

   foreach v [uplevel 1 {info locals}] { 

       if [string match $char* $v] { 

           uplevel 1 "upvar 1 \${$v} [string range $v 1 end]" 

       } 

   } 

} 

That's all. This command is preferably called first inside a proc, and 

upvars all arguments that begin with a specific character, the default 

being "&" - it runs code like the following in the caller's scope: 

upvar 1 ${&foo} foo 

Testing: 

proc test_refs {a &b} { 

   use_refs 

   puts a=$a,b=$b 

   set b new_value 

} 

 

set bar 42  

 ;#-> 42 

test_refs foo bar :#-> a=foo,b=42 

So the values of a (by value) and b (by reference) are readable; and 

the side effect of changing b in the caller did also happen: 

set bar   

 ;#-> new_value 

 

3.4.4 Variable scope 

Inside procedures, variables are by default local. They exist only in 

the proc, and are cleared up on return. However, you can tie local 

variables to others higher in the call stack (e.g. in the caller), up to 

the topmost global scope. 
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proc demo arg { 

   global g 

   set g 0             

 ;# will effect a lasting change in g 

   set local 1           

 ;# will disappear soon 

   set ::anotherGlobal 2 

 ;# another way to address a global  

   ;# variable 

   upvar 1 $arg myArg    

 ;# make myArg point at a variable 

     

   ;# 1-up 

   set myArg 3    

  ;# changes that variable in the  

     

   ;# calling scope 

} 

 

3.5 Advanced concepts 

3.5.1 Namespaces 

Namespaces are containers for procedures, non-local variables, and 

other namespaces. They form a tree structure, with the root at the 

global namespace named "::". Their names are built with "::" as sepa-

rators too, so ::foo::bar is a child of ::foo, which is a child of ::. 

In a nutshell, a namespace is a separate area, or scope, where pro-

cedures and variables are visible and private to that scope. 

To create a namespace, just evaluate some script (which may be 

empty) in it: 

namespace eval ::foo {} 

Now you can use it to define procedures or variables: 

proc ::foo::test {} { 

 puts Hello! 

} 

 

set  ::foo::var 42 
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To get rid of a namespace (and clean up all its variables, procedures 

and child namespaces): 

namespace delete ::foo 

Introspection: 

namespace children :: 

info var namespace::* 

info commands namespace::* 

 

3.5.2 Packages and extensions 

Packages are Acl's recommended way to modularize software, espe-

cially supportive libraries. One can write packages in pure Acl, or as 

wrappers for extensions which come with one or more compiled 

shared libraries (plus optionally one or more Acl scripts. 

Chapter 6 explains how Acl extensions are developed in ActionScript. 

 

3.6 Differences between Jacl and Acl 

In Contrast to C and Java, ActionScript does not support native work 

with the operating system and therefore some features of the origi-

nal interpreter could not be realized. These features are listed below 

and described briefly. 

3.6.1 Channels 

The streaming functionality is not implemented and thus channels 

are every time fully read and written. Furthermore neither file nor 

socket channels are accessible and only channels for the ActionScript 

‘trace’ and logging are implemented. But there is also a text field 

channel that can be used to read and write text from/to specified 

ActionScript text fields. 

 

3.6.2 Class Loading 

The class loading in Acl is simpler in difference to the class loading of 

Jacl 
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(http://tcljava.sourceforge.net/docs/TclJava/ClassLoading.html). 

Acl loads all required classes during its configuration into cache or 

they are already part of the application compilation and therefore 

they can be instantiated every time and everywhere. 

3.6.3 Commands 

The built-in commands which have been disregarded entirely are 

listed underneath. Moreover procedures from Tcl files have also not 

been implemented. But note, not every implemented command sup-

ports all subcommands. Please see the documentation to each com-

mand for detailed information. 

o binary 

o case 

o cd 

o clock 

o close 

o encoding 

o eof 

o exec 

o fblocked 

o fconfigure 

o file 

o flush 

o gets 

o glob  

o interp 

o interpalias 

o interpslave 

o open 

o pwd 

o read  

o regexp 

o regsub 

o seek  
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o socket  

o source 

o tell  

o vwait 

3.6.4 Features  

o As also described above some features of Tcl could not be re-

alized in the ActionScript porting. Hence, the following fea-

tures are not part of Acl: 

o Multithreading, because ActionScript is only a single-threaded 

language. 

o Interrupting the Interpreter 

o Safe interpreters 

o Auto-load facilities  

o Procedures for computing word boundaries 

o The "unknown" procedure 

o Less environment variables (only those that are achievable via 

flash.system.capabilities) 

o Locking of instances 

o Regular Expressions 

o Asynchronous processes. Therefore Acl works correctly only 

with synchronous processes and this affects also commands 

like source and socket 

o ITCL and TJC are not ported from the Jacl implementation 

o Library for interpreter files 

o History functionality and commands 
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4 Configuration of the Acl interpreter 

The configuration file, which is a XML, is very simply structured and 

consists of only three main nodes that are named extensions, files 

and variables. 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

 

<interp> 

 <extensions> 

 </extensions> 

  

 <files>  

 </files> 

 

 <variables> 

 </variables> 

</interp> 

4.1 Adding extension packages 

There are three possibilities to add an extension to the Acl inter-

preter. The first two use SWFs and the third uses Acl files. 

4.1.1 Adding SWF instantly 

The “Acl_commands” SWF has to be added always and usually as the 

first extension to the XML, because it contains the core commands 

which are used by the Acl interpreter for its daily work.  

Analogous other SWFs can be added in the same way. 

<extension> 

 <className> com.powerflasher.stepra.acl.lang.  

   acl_commands.AclSetup 

 </className> 

 

 <path> http://www.acl-test.com/acl_commands.swf</path> 

    

 <ticks>60</ticks> 

</extension> 

The first node “className” is the name of the class which sets up all 

commands and properties for this command-bundle. How this class is 

implemented is explained in chapter 5 “Development of extensions”. 
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The second node “path” describes the location from which the SWF 

should be loaded. 

Finally a non floating number has to be defined for the argument 

"ticks". The "ticks" of all SWFs and Acl files that should be loaded are 

summed up and therefore the loading process for each resource can 

be displayed in terms of percentage. 

 

4.1.2 Adding SWF as package 

The SWF is registered at the Acl interpreter via the “package if-

needed” command and therefore the additional node package is 

needed. (By the way this should explain why the “Acl_commands” 

SWF has to be loaded first.) 

<extension> 

 <className> com.powerflasher.stepra.acl.lang.  

   as_commands.AclLoadAs 

 </className> 

 

 <package version="3">as</package> 

 

 <path> http://www.acl-test.com/as_commands.swf</path> 

    

 <ticks>60</ticks> 

</extension> 

The value of this node is the name of the package which will be 

called in Acl via “package required” and the attribute “version” 

specifies the current version of this package.

 

4.1.3 Adding Acl file as package 

<extension> 

 <package version="1.0"> acltest</package> 

 <path> http://www.acl-test.com/acl_library/acltest.acl</path> 

 <ticks>60</ticks> 

</extension> 

A package in Acl can also be defined from an Acl file.  
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The only difference to a SWF is that no "className" has to be speci-

fied because the Acl file contains all required code. But note that an 

Acl file can not be added instantly and the “package” node has al-

ways to be specified. 

 

4.2 Adding Acl files 

If an Acl file should be evaluated instantly during the configuration of 

the interpreter, it has to be added to the “files” node.  

<files> 

 <file> 

  <path>http://acl-test/acl_library/test.acl</path> 

  <ticks>60</ticks> 

 </file> 

</files> 

Only the URL for the Acl file and the “ticks” for loading (see chapter 

3.1.1 “Adding SWF instantly”) have to be specified for each “file” 

node. 

 

4.3 Adding Acl variables 

Variables that may be used very often in Acl can be predefined in the 

configuration XML. These variables will be set in the global scope. 

<variables> 

 <variable name1="testVar" name2="">test</variable> 

</variables> 

The “variable” node consists of two attributes which specify the 

variable’s name. “name1” is the name of a scalar variable, if 

“name2” is not set. Otherwise it is the name of an array. “name2” 

defines the name of an element within an array, if it is set, or it is 

the empty string (“”). 
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5 Development of extensions 

Acl is divided in the interpreter core which is accessible as SWF or 

SWC, and command extensions which are published as SWFs. The 

most important extension is the “Acl_commands” SWF which contains 

the highly necessary built-in commands. 

Other extensions can be developed to extend the Acl interpreter with 

additional functionality or to improve the usability of some features. 

5.1 Preparation 

(1) First, the binaries and the sources of the interpreter system 

should be downloaded from http://www.stephan-

partzsch.de/otherSites/kalypso. These files contain the complete 

project including the interpreter core and the build files to build the 

SWF and the associated asDoc files for the new extension. 

(2) The second step is to extend the project structure with a new 

source folder that is named like your new extension. Choose a mean-

ingful name because it will be used more often in the further proc-

ess. It won’t be a bad idea if the new source folder contains a pack-

age structure, like the one used for “acl_commands”. So package 

structure should look like this: 

com.powerflasher.stepra.acl.lang.extensionName 

(3) To build a SWF and the asDoc files without errors an empty base 

class is needed in the new source folder. As usual this empty class 

should inherit from flash.display.Sprite. 

(4) The entire build process is realized via ANT, Zarkov (a compiler 

wrapper for eclipse to simplify ant tasks) and the Flex SDK.  

If these resources are not installed, they can be downloaded and 

used freely: 

o ANT  (http://ant.apache.org)  

o Bigsource Zarkov  (http://zarkov.bigsource.de)  

o Flex SDK  (http://opensource.adobe.com/wiki/display/flexsdk)  
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5.2 Realization 

5.2.1 Create the setup class for the extension 

The setup class remains nearly constant for each extension. The class 

always inherits from “com.powerflasher.stepra.acl.lang.Extension”, 

uses the “acl_ns” namespace and has to override the “initialize” 

method in which all the work will be done to set up this extension.  

package com.powerflasher.stepra.acl.lang.extensionName  

{ 

 import com.powerflasher.stepra.acl.lang.*; 

 

 use namespace acl_ns; 

  

  

 public class AclLoadExt extends Extension  

 { 

  override public function initialize(interp : Interp) : void 

  { 

   if (interp.getCommand("as::new") != null)  

   { 

    throw new AclRuntimeError("  

    AclLoadAs.init() invoked twice"); 

   } 

 

   // Create the commands 

   loadOnDemand(interp, "ns::cName", "com.powerflasher.  

    stepra.acl.lang.as_commands.CName"); 

    

   // Set up namespace exporting  

   interp.evalStringIntern("namespace eval ::ns {cName}"); 

    

   interp.evalStringIntern("package provide ns 1"); 

  } 

   

 } 

} 

Sure in the "initialize" method can be done a lot of other stuff like 

setting variables, but the most important is to register the commands 

of the extension. This is done via a call to “loadOnDeamand” whose 

second argument is the full qualified name of the command in Acl 

(containing namespaces) and the third argument is the full qualified 

name of the command in ActionScript. In the above example the 

command is described through the name “cName” which is located in 

the namespace “ns”, and the class 

“com.powerflasher.stepra.acl.lang.as_commands.CName”. 
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If a namespace is used for a command this command has to be regis-

tered in this special context via “namespace eval ::ns {cName}”. 

Finally the Acl interpreter has to know that there is a new package, 

therefore “package provide” is evaluated with the name and version 

number of the new package. 

 

5.2.2 Create commands 

Each command uses the “acl_ns” namespace and implements 

“com.powerflasher.stepra.acl.lang.Command” and thus the 

“cmdProc” method. 

The arguments passed to this command are accessible through the 

“objv” array in which they are stored as “AclObjects”. The first ele-

ment of “objv” is always the name of the invoked command. 

package com.powerflasher.stepra.acl.lang.CName 

{ 

 import com.powerflasher.stepra.acl.lang.*  

  

 use namespace acl_ns; 

  

  

 public class CName implements Command  

 { 

       public function cmdProc(interp : Interp, objv : Array) : void   

       { 

   trace("My first argument is: " + AclObject(objv[1]).  

    toString() + "."); 

  }   

 } 

} 

 

5.2.3 Build the SWF and the asDoc files 

Because of the fact that the setup of the build process is a bit more 

complicated it will be explained step by step. For this explanation 

the name of the imaginary extension shall be “my_commands”.  

(1) Create a new build-folder with the name of the extension 

(“my_commands”) in the script-folder of the project 

(05_script/buildFiles). 
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(2) Copy the file extension_commands_build.xml from the SDK in 

your new build-folder. This file can be seen as a draft that has to be 

specified. 

(3) Rename extension_commands_build.xml by replacing the part 

“extension_commands” with the name of the new extension (e.g. 

“my_commands_build.xml”). 

(4) Open “my_commands_build.xml” for editing. The author’s name 

as well as the name and the creation date of the extension should be 

specified in the header.  

Use the search/replace tool to replace all occurrences of “exten-

sion_commands” with the name of the new extension 

(“my_commands”).  

In the first "EDIT" block, the “baseClass” variable has to be specified 

with the base-class of the new package. 

The new package(s) should be described in the second „EDIT” block 

which is recommendable for a detailed documentation. 

(5) The final step is to register the new source folder at the build 

process which has to be done in two ways. 

First, add your new source folder to the “source.paths” variable at 

the end of the “kalypso.properties” file which can be found in the 

05_script folder. 

And secondly add the path to the new build file in the “EDIT” block 

of the compilerBuild.xml file. The path should be relative to the 

compilerBuild.xml file which can be found in the 05_script/buildFiles 

folder. 

 

Of course the ANT tasks can be specified if necessary to manipulate 

the compiler. For detailed information see the documentation for the 

Flex compiler options and the Zarkov tasks. 

• Flex compiler options: 

http://livedocs.adobe.com/flex/3/html/help.html?content=c

ompilers_14.html#157203 

• Zarkov tasks: 

http://zarkov.bigsource.de/front_content.php?idcat=6 
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6 Usage of the Acl interpreter 

6.1 Implementation 

The Acl interpreter can be implemented either by use of a SWC or a 

SWF. For detailed information about the methods which are provided 

through the interpreter interface see the documentation for the 

IInterp. 

6.1.1 Usage as SWC 

First of all the compile task of the application in which the Acl inter-

preter is used has to be extended. The ANT task “[acl_core] Prepare 

SWC config” can be used to create a XML file (named 

“acl_core_SWC_compile_config.xml”) in 02_publish/SDK/core. Af-

terwards this file should be used with the compiler option  

“-load-config+=<anyPath>/acl_core_SWC_compile_config.xml” to en-

sure that all required classes are included in the final application 

SWF.  

The acl_core.swc contains all required classes to start with the ini-

tialization of the interpreter instantly. The only thing that has to be 

done is the configuration of the configuration XML as described in 

chapter 4 “Configuration of the Acl interpreter”. Then the Acl inter-

preter knows where its command packages are located and loads 

them self-contained during its initialization. 

A simple application which makes use of the Acl interpreter as SWC 

version can be found in the “example/swc” folder of the SDK. 

Furthermore you can use the acl interpreter as a single SWC file. You 

only have to add the SWC to your project and set the compiler argu-

ment “-include-libraries” to the “acl_complete.swc”. Now the inter-

preter can be instantiated, configured and used: 

var interp : Interp = new Interp(); 

interp.configure(); 

interp.evalString("puts Hello Acl"); 
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6.1.2 Usage as SWF 

Also in this case it is necessary to have the acl_core.swc in your 

source path, but before the usage of the Acl interpreter is possible 

the acl_core.swf has to be loaded completely. The base class of the 

loaded SWF implements the interface IAcl which provides a method 

to achieve the interpreter which is returned as 

com.powerflasher.stepra.acl.lang.interpreter.IInterp. From this 

point on the Acl interpreter can be initialized and used afterwards. 

A simple application which makes use of the Acl interpreter as SWF 

version can be found in the “example/swf” folder of the SDK. 

6.1.3 The interpreter interface 

There are several methods you can use to interact with the inter-

preter. You can set, get and unset variables for their usage in Acl 

code. Furthermore it is possible to start and stop the event process-

ing and evaluate scripts as a file or a string. The evaluation methods 

are event-based, so that you have to register event listeners. 

Continuative information about the interpreter interface can be 

found in the documentation files for 

com.powerflasher.stepra.acl.lang.interpreter.IInterp. 
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7 Usage of the editor 

The editor is built in AIR to write and test Acl code easily and com-

fortably. Therefore its usage is very simple and all what you can see 

is an area for text input (A) and text output (B), an area for visual 

output (C) (e.g. display objects) as well as a library (D) with various, 

categorized code snippets (E). 
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You can open the library by clicking the left bar with the arrow on it 

and each code snippet can be either used by double-click or drag & 

drop.  

Furthermore you can extend the library with your own code because 

the snippets are stored as XML files in the directory of the applica-

tion.  

The “index.xml” can be found in the “Kalypso\codeSnippets” direc-

tory and it contains each category of the library with all associated 

code snippets. 

<category name="cat 01"> 

  

 <snippet name="MySnip" id="02"> 

  <image>Test</image> 

  <codeXml>codeSnippets/cat_01/MySnip.xml</codeXml> 

 </snippet> 

 

</category> 

The “name” of the snippet as well as the “name” of the category is 

displayed in the library of the editor. The “id” should start at zero 

for the first snippet in the “index.xml” and be counted continuously. 

The “image” tag defines the name of a graphic in the “gfx.SWF”.  

If there is no appropriate icon for your code, use “Default”.  

The “codeXml” tag is the most important one because it defines the 

path (relative to the “Kalypso” directory) to the XML that contains 

the code of this snippet. 

<code> 

 <![CDATA[ 

  Puts “This is sample code!” 

 ]]> 

</code> 

The last step is to put your code in the “code” tag of your snippet 

XML and that is it. 

Moreover, simple text and external files of type “.acl” and “.txt” can 

be dragged to the input area. But only “.acl” files can be double-

clicked in the operation system to open them with the Acl-Editor. 

At least there are six buttons (F) for loading and saving code as well 

as for the controlling of the interpreter.  
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8 Continuative Links 

This chapter presents a few helpful links for Tcl programming which 

can be also used for Acl programming. 

 

o Expr 

http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Tcl_Programming/expr 

 

o Debugging 

http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Tcl_Programming/Debugging 
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9 GNU Free Documentation License 

Version 1.3, 3 November 2008 

Copyright (C) 2000, 2001, 2002, 2007, 2008 Free Software Foundation, Inc. http://fsf.org/ 
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but 
changing it is not allowed. 

0. PREAMBLE 

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other functional and useful 
document "free" in the sense of freedom: to assure everyone the effective freedom to copy 
and redistribute it, with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially. 
Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way to get credit for their 
work, while not being considered responsible for modifications made by others. 

This License is a kind of "copyleft", which means that derivative works of the document must 
themselves be free in the same sense.  It complements the GNU General Public License, which 
is a copyleft license designed for free software. 

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free software, because free 
software needs free documentation: a free program should come with manuals providing the 
same freedoms that the software does.  But this License is not limited to software manuals; it 
can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or whether it is published as a 
printed book.  We recommend this License principally for works whose purpose is instruction 
or reference. 

1. APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS 

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that contains a notice 
placed by the copyright holder saying it can be distributed under the terms of this License.  
Such a notice grants a world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that 
work under the conditions stated herein.  The "Document", below, refers to any such manual 
or work.  Any member of the public is a licensee, and is addressed as "you".  You accept the 
license if you copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission under copy-
right law. 

A "Modified Version" of the Document means any work containing the Document or a portion of 
it, either copied verbatim, or with modifications and/or translated into another language. 

A "Secondary Section" is a named appendix or a front-matter section of the Document that 
deals exclusively with the relationship of the publishers or authors of the Document to the 
Document's overall subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall di-
rectly within that overall subject.  (Thus, if the Document is in part a textbook of mathemat-
ics, a Secondary Section may not explain any mathematics.)  The relationship could be a mat-
ter of historical connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal, commercial, 
philosophical, ethical or political position regarding them. 

The "Invariant Sections" are certain Secondary Sections whose titles are designated, as being 
those of Invariant Sections, in the notice that says that the Document is released under this 
License. If a section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not allowed to be 
designated as Invariant. The Document may contain zero Invariant Sections.  If the Document 
does not identify any Invariant Sections then there are none. 

The "Cover Texts" are certain short passages of text that are listed, as Front-Cover Texts or 
Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that the Document is released under this License.  A 
Front-Cover Text may be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words. 

A "Transparent" copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy, represented in a for-
mat whose specification is available to the general public, that is suitable for revising the 
document straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of pixels) ge-
neric paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available drawing editor, and that is suit-
able for input to text formatters or for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable 
for input to text formatters.  A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file format whose 
markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart or discourage subsequent modifi-
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cation by readers is not Transparent. An image format is not Transparent if used for any sub-
stantial amount of text.  A copy that is not "Transparent" is called "Opaque". 

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain ASCII without markup, Tex-
info input format, LaTeX input format, SGML or XML using a publicly available DTD, and stan-
dard-conforming simple HTML, PostScript or PDF designed for human modification.  Examples 
of transparent image formats include PNG, XCF and JPG.  Opaque formats include proprietary 
formats that can be read and edited only by proprietary word processors, SGML or XML for 
which the DTD and/or processing tools are not generally available, and the machine-
generated HTML, PostScript or PDF produced by some word processors for output purposes 
only. 

The "Title Page" means, for a printed book, the title page itself, plus such following pages as 
are needed to hold, legibly, the material this License requires to appear in the title page. For 
works in formats which do not have any title page as such, "Title Page" means the text near 
the most prominent appearance of the work's title, preceding the beginning of the body of the 
text. 

The "publisher" means any person or entity that distributes copies of the Document to the 
public. 

A section "Entitled XYZ" means a named subunit of the Document whose title either is pre-
cisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following text that translates XYZ in another lan-
guage.  (Here XYZ stands for a specific section name mentioned below, such as "Acknowl-
edgements", "Dedications", "Endorsements", or "History".)  To "Preserve the Title" of such a 
section when you modify the Document means that it remains a section "Entitled XYZ" accord-
ing to this definition. 

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which states that this Li-
cense applies to the Document.  These Warranty Disclaimers are considered to be included by 
reference in this License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other implication 
that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has no effect on the meaning of this Li-
cense. 

2. VERBATIM COPYING 

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either commercially or noncom-
mercially, provided that this License, the copyright notices, and the license notice saying this 
License applies to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other con-
ditions whatsoever to those of this License. You may not use technical measures to obstruct or 
control the reading or further copying of the copies you make or distribute.  However, you 
may accept compensation in exchange for copies.  If you distribute a large enough number of 
copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3. You may also lend copies, under the 
same conditions stated above, and you may publicly display copies. 

3. COPYING IN QUANTITY 

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have printed covers) of the 
Document, numbering more than 100, and the Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, 
you must enclose the copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover Texts: 
Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on the back cover.  Both covers 
must also clearly and legibly identify you as the publisher of these copies.  The front cover 
must present the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and visible. You may 
add other material on the covers in addition. Copying with changes limited to the covers, as 
long as they preserve the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated as 
verbatim copying in other respects. 

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit legibly, you should put the first 
ones listed (as many as fit reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adja-
cent pages. 

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering more than 100, you 
must either include a machine-readable Transparent copy along with each Opaque copy, or 
state in or with each Opaque copy a computer-network location from which the general net-
work-using public has access to download using public-standard network protocols a complete 
Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material. If you use the latter option, you 
must take reasonably prudent steps, when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quan-
tity, to ensure that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated location 
until at least one year after the last time you distribute an Opaque copy (directly or through 
your agents or retailers) of that edition to the public. 
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It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the Document well before 
redistributing any large number of copies, to give them a chance to provide you with an up-
dated version of the Document. 

4. MODIFICATIONS 

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under the conditions of sec-
tions 2 and 3 above, provided that you release the Modified Version under precisely this Li-
cense, with the Modified Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution 
and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy of it.  In addition, you 
must do these things in the Modified Version: 

A. Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct from that of the Document, 
and from those of previous versions (which should, if there were any, be listed in the History 
section of the Document). You may use the same title as a previous version if the original pub-
lisher of that version gives permission. 

B. List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities responsible for author-
ship of the modifications in the Modified Version, together with at least five of the principal 
authors of the Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five), unless they re-
lease you from this requirement. 

C. State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the Modified Version, as the publisher. 

D. Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document. 

E. Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications adjacent to the other copyright 
notices. 

F. Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice giving the public permis-
sion to use the Modified Version under the terms of this License, in the form shown in the Ad-
dendum below. 

G. Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections and required Cover Texts 
given in the Document's license notice. 

H. Include an unaltered copy of this License. 

I. Preserve the section Entitled "History", Preserve its Title, and add to it an item stating at 
least the title, year, new authors, and publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title 
Page. If there is no section Entitled "History" in the Document, create one stating the title, 
year, authors, and publisher of the Document as given on its Title Page, then add an item de-
scribing the Modified Version as stated in the previous sentence. 

J. Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for public access to a Trans-
parent copy of the Document, and likewise the network locations given in the Document for 
previous versions it was based on.  These may be placed in the "History" section. You may 
omit a network location for a work that was published at least four years before the Docu-
ment itself, or if the original publisher of the version it refers to gives permission. 

K. For any section Entitled "Acknowledgements" or "Dedications", Preserve the Title of the 
section, and preserve in the section all the substance and tone of each of the contributor ac-
knowledgements and/or dedications given therein. 

L. Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document, unaltered in their text and in their ti-
tles.  Section numbers or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles. 

M. Delete any section Entitled "Endorsements". Such a section may not be included in the 
Modified Version. 

N. Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled "Endorsements" or to conflict in title with 
any Invariant Section. 

O. Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers. 

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or appendices that qualify as Sec-
ondary Sections and contain no material copied from the Document, you may at your option 
designate some or all of these sections as invariant. To do this, add their titles to the list of 
Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice. These titles must be distinct from 
any other section titles. 

You may add a section Entitled "Endorsements", provided it contains nothing but endorse-
ments of your Modified Version by various parties--for example, statements of peer review or 
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that the text has been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a stan-
dard. 

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a passage of up to 25 
words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list of Cover Texts in the Modified Version.  
Only one passage of Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or 
through arrangements made by) any one entity.  If the Document already includes a cover 
text for the same cover, previously added by you or by arrangement made by the same entity 
you are acting on behalf of, you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on 
explicit permission from the previous publisher that added the old one. 

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License give permission to use 
their names for publicity for or to assert or imply endorsement of any Modified Version. 

5. COMBINING DOCUMENTS 

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this License, under the 
terms defined in section 4 above for modified versions, provided that you include in the com-
bination all of the Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and list 
them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its license notice, and that you pre-
serve all their Warranty Disclaimers. 

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and multiple identical Invari-
ant Sections may be replaced with a single copy.  If there are multiple Invariant Sections with 
the same name but different contents, make the title of each such section unique by adding 
at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original author or publisher of that section if 
known, or else a unique number. Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of 
Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work. 

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled "History" in the various original 
documents, forming one section Entitled "History"; likewise combine any sections Entitled "Ac-
knowledgements", and any sections Entitled "Dedications". You must delete all sections Enti-
tled "Endorsements". 

6. COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS 

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents released under 
this License, and replace the individual copies of this License in the various documents with a 
single copy that is included in the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License 
for verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects. 

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute it individually under 
this License, provided you insert a copy of this License into the extracted document, and fol-
low this License in all other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document. 

7. AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS 

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate and independent docu-
ments or works, in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an "aggre-
gate" if the copyright resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights of the 
compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. When the Document is included 
in an aggregate, this License does not apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not 
themselves derivative works of the Document. 

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these copies of the Document, then 
if the Document is less than one half of the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may 
be placed on covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the electronic 
equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form. Otherwise they must appear on 
printed covers that bracket the whole aggregate. 

8. TRANSLATION 

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may distribute translations of the 
Document under the terms of section 4. Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires 
special permission from their copyright holders, but you may include translations of some or 
all Invariant Sections in addition to the original versions of these Invariant Sections.  You may 
include a translation of this License, and all the license notices in the Document, and any 
Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include the original English version of this Li-
cense and the original versions of those notices and disclaimers.  In case of a disagreement 
between the translation and the original version of this License or a notice or disclaimer, the 
original version will prevail. 
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If a section in the Document is Entitled "Acknowledgements", "Dedications", or "History", the 
requirement (section 4) to Preserve its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the ac-
tual title. 

9. TERMINATION 

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document except as expressly pro-
vided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it 
is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. 

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copy-
right holder is reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and 
finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you 
of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after the cessation. 

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the 
copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time 
you have received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright 
holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice. 

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who 
have received copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been termi-
nated and not permanently reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material 
does not give you any rights to use it. 

10. FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE 

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions of the GNU Free Documenta-
tion License from time to time.  Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present ver-
sion, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.  See 
http://www.gnu.org/copyleft. 

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number. If the Document specifies 
that a particular numbered version of this License "or any later version" applies to it, you have 
the option of following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or of any 
later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation. If the 
Document does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever 
published (not as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation.  If the Document specifies that a 
proxy can decide which future versions of this License can be used, that proxy's public state-
ment of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the 
Document. 

11. RELICENSING 

"Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site" (or "MMC Site") means any World Wide Web server 
that publishes copyrightable works and also provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit 
those works. A public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server. A "Massive 
Multiauthor Collaboration" (or "MMC") contained in the site means any set of copyrightable 
works thus published on the MMC site. 

"CC-BY-SA" means the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 license published by rea-
tive Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit corporation with a principal place of business in 
San Francisco, California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license published by that 
same organization. 

"Incorporate" means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or in part, as part of an-
other Document. 

An MMC is "eligible for relicensing" if it is licensed under this License, and if all works that 
were first published under this License somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently in-
corporated in whole or in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections, and 
(2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008. 

The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site under CC-BY-SA on 
the same site at any time before August 1, 2009, provided the MMC is eligible for relicensing. 


